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Abstract— Cloud storage is one of the most popular services techniques in cloud computing environment. A
crucial problem to be addressed in the cloud storage system concerns the security mechanism of protecting the
private data and sharing data with other users. Cloud storage services are inherently insecure as the management
technique of the data in the cloud storage is controlled by third parties beyond the reach of the data owner. The
secrets keys used for obfuscation are stored in a secure location (cloud location) while obfuscated data is stored
in the cloud. In this approaches, the data is as secure as its corresponding keys. However, this still brings a
challenging issue where a user needs to manage a large number of (secret) keys in such a way that they are
guarded against all types of adversaries, and should be as highly available as cloud storage services. In this
paper, we present a Re-key management technique to protect the security of user data and enforce the data access
control. In our scheme is suitable for personal cloud storage and especially available to enterprise users to
management their key of different kinds of resources. We describe the heritage system model, the details of the
key management service and a prototype implementation.
Keywords— Re-rekeys management; Re key model; Over-Encryption in the cloud
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the growing popularity of cloud services provided by enterprises, the
emergence of a variety of Security incidents have caused people’s doubts and concerns of cloud
service security.
As an emerging computing technique and model, cloud computing gets the attention of domestic
and foreign researchers. Cloud computing puts a large amount of computing resources, storage
resources, software resources together, formed the scale huge Shared virtual resource pool for
remote users with various services. However, the development of cloud computing is faced with
many problems, and the most important the data safety problem.
In the traditional network, the security of the computer and network is ensured by the password
technology such as identity authentication, data encryption and so on. Cloud computing is an
evolutionary new cloud Re-key model for distributed computing consisting of centralized data
and decentralized datacenters that provide resources for massively scalable units of computing.
In cloud computing environment, the key security is also the key to the whole cloud system, the
data encryption, virtual machine security isolation; identity authentication and access control
technology all need the technical support of key management system. Therefore it is necessary to
design are liable rekey management scheme (Re-key model) for cloud environment.
In cloud computing environment, users can store their data on Cloud which can save their
personal storage resources greatly and data owners can achieve their data with a cloud client
anytime, anywhere. However, Cloud storage is faced with a series of safety problems.
II. RELATED WORK
[1] Now researchers’ study of cloud computing security is still in preliminary stage, the industry
has not yet formed the corresponding standards, and the study of cloud environment key
management also remains in the theoretical stage. In [1]the authors introduce a PKI certificate
scheme to secure cloud environment application program of encryption key, symmetric keys are
stored by the public key of the certificate. Reference [2] presents a scheme that binds the key
with files for personal storage. The scheme is easy to manage and maintain key update, however,
the program requires the user's login password regularly updated, or if the password leaks, file
security cannot be guaranteed. Kumar encrypts the data stored in the cloud with elliptic curve
encryption [3]. Nepal [4]puts forward the scheme that divides the data into several sections, then
randomly generates different keys for each piece of data and uses these keys to encrypt data.
In [5] the authors present the over-encryption management to protect outsourced resources. The
proposed scheme uses two layer model. Resources owner encrypts the resources first before
uploading the data to the server. And the server will encrypt the data the second time before
users viewing the resources. In this paper, we apply the over-encryption scheme into the cloud
computing environment. Data owner needs to encrypt his data before uploading the data to the
cloud. The cloud server should encrypt the data again before other users downloading the data.
Reference [6] has proposed the group key management based on key hyper graphs which is
scalable to large groups. The key hyper graph is used in our scheme to manage the keys of the
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system. The key management based on key hyper graph is a group key management which is
available for large-scale application environments.
There is a clear need for a scalable and efficient key management solution for cloud computing
systems, but so far it has not been fully addressed in commercial cloud systems. The Key
Management Interoperability Protocol (KMIP) addresses the issue of interoperability of key
management services, but fails to account for the unique scalability potential in cloud systems
and the performance problems that can result. Open ID is an open-source Single Sign-On (SSO)
solution that permits a single login to access different sites and resources, but effectively the
same password is used to access multiple sites, with no fine-grained access control.
A traditional approach to communication security has be encentralized key management, which
requires public-key certificates to be generated by the authority and deployed to all users before
communication can occur. In a highly scalable system, the authorization server may become
overloaded as a result of this responsibility. Security enforcement based on monitoring of user
behavior can mitigate these performance concerns, such as in Trust Cube [7], but the cloud
provider must been trusted with aggregated data on user contexts and activities, thus relaxing the
trust model. In Certificate less Public Key Cryptography (CLPKC) [8], the Key Generation
Centre (KGC)residing in the cloud does not have access to users’ private keys, but the KGC
would need to ensure that partial private keys would be delivered securely to the right users
using some secure, or out-of-band, transport. Broadcast encryption maybe employed, in which
the key manager generates symmetric keys for multiple users, but whenever the membership
changes, then new keys must be rebroadcast to all users, which is an unrealistic proposition in a
highly scalable system.
The high turnover of cloud user membership poses a great challenge; expensive re-keying
operations are normally required whenever group membership changes. In the Logical Key
Hierarchy [9] scheme, the processing time per request scales linearly with the logarithm of group
size, and the signing of rekey messages increases server processing time by an order of
magnitude. Another approach is distributed key management, where multiple distributed public
key generators (PKGs) hold shares of a master key using the concept of threshold decryption
[10], or portions of a private key are distributed among users [11]. The problem with these
approaches is that a user must assemble a key from multiple sources, resulting in expensive
communication sessions.
III.
KEY GENERATION SYSTEM
In a cryptographic system, the key is generated in two ways. One is that the key is generated with
the use of cryptographic algorithms. The other is that the key is generated with the use of auto
random number generation. Once the key is generated, it is sent to the user through the provider
then user send key then once again the key is generated, it is sent to the user through the
provider. The user encrypts the message with the use of key and sends it to the provider then .
The provider stores the encrypted data in the cloud. The Key Management Mechanism maintains
all the information as shown in Table 1.
Table 1 maintains the information of cloud user, cloud service provider (CSP), key and the time
utilized for the generation of key. Every time the user requests the provider for the key and Re© 2016, IJCSMC All Rights Reserved
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key, the provider sends the request to the key generation system. Once the key is generated, it is
sent to the user through service provider. At the same time the Re-key management mechanism
maintains the information about the cloud user, service provider, the key and the time taken for
generation.
TABLE I. GENERATED KEYS WITH CORRESPONDING PROVIDER AND USER

S_No

Cloud_User

CSP

Key

Key

1
2
3
4

Clouduser1
Clouduser2
Clouduser3
Clouduser4

CSP1
CSP2
CSP3
CSP4

K1
K2
K3
K4

R-K1
R-K2
R-K3
R-K4

Time
(milliseconds)
T1
T2
T3
T4

Time
(milliseconds)
R-T1
R-T2
R-T3
R-T4

IV.
COMPONENTS IN KEY MANAGEMENT
As discussed earlier, the key management mechanism is more important to keep the data more
confident and secure. There are few necessary components available in key management
mechanism that is to be considered very necessary. Secure Key management is the management
of cryptographic keys in a cryptosystem. Secure Key management deals with the generation,
replacement, storage, use, and exchange of keys.
Secure Key management includes cryptographic protocol design, user procedures, key servers,
and other relevant protocols. Secure Key management concerns keys at the cloud user level,
either between cloud users or systems [7].
A. Key Generation
The cryptographic systems in modern technology include symmetric-key algorithms (such as
DES and AES) and public key algorithms (such as RSA). The user encrypts the data with the
public key. Only the provider of the private key decrypts this data. The simplest method to read
encrypted data is a force fully attacks, meaning just attempting every number, up to the length of
the key. Therefore, it is important to use sufficiently longer key length since longer keys take
longer time to attack, resulting brute force attack almost impractical.
B. Key Destructions
The key destruction explains the deletion of the keys from the table. Keys, when no longer
needed, must be destroyed in a secured manner. And also when the key is once used for the
encryption, it must not be used by another user. Keys when not used within the stipulated time
frame then it makes no relevance and so the key must be removed from the table.
C. Key Establishment
The Key establishment is done in three ways namely, key pre-distribution, key distribution, and
key agreement. In this stage, the pre-distribution gives the concept of distributing keys to the
user in reserve. The key distribution is of as and when the demands arise the key is distributed by
the management. Key agreement is on the basis of cost factor between the user and the provider.
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D. Key Storage
The keys must be stored securely to maintain the security in the process of communications.
There are various techniques in use for this purpose. The most common technique is that an
encryption application manages to keep the keys for the user and it depends on an access
password to control the use of the key.
E. Key Change
The facility to change keys in all cryptographic systems is a must. For an example, the regular
updates (planned) are done periodically. The key compromise, which is the unplanned one, will
cause loss of data. Many systems are designed in such away that it is extremely difficult and
expensive to change certain keys.
F. Key Usage
The length of the key use is the major issue. The keys must be frequently changed as the required
efforts of the attackers are on the increase. The frequent change also limits the loss of
information. The frequency of usage decreases as the frequency of key change increases. This
happens especially when the attacker tries to trace the keys. Symmetric keys have been used for
longer times since key exchange has become a difficult process. The symmetric keys must
change with every data or interaction, so that only the intended data will become accessible even
if the key is stolen, crypt analyzed, or socially engineered.

V. THE PROPOSE SCHEME
A framework is proposed to explain the Re-Key Management Mechanisms (Re-KMM), in this
paper. Figure 1 gives the proposed framework. The user sends a request to the server asking for
the key. The server asks for the key from the key management mechanism. The key management
mechanism in turn asks the generator to generate the random key. The key is sent to the server
and the details about the server and the user is stored in a table maintained by Re-Key
management mechanism then again process recall and find valid user.

Fig. 1.Re-OTP SERVICE MODE
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With the above-mentioned stages in the Re- key management mechanism, the Metadata table is
maintained to protect the confidentiality of the data. The structure of the metadata table is
managed by the Re-Key management mechanism. This structure maintains the table of logs
information. Table shows sample representation of the metadata content maintained by the Rekey management mechanism. After a key is generated, the generated key and details are
forwarded to Re-key management mechanism. Re-Key management mechanism stores the key
with relevant information in the metadata.
TABLE II. STRUCTURE OF Re-KEY MANAGEMENT MECHANISM

S.
No
.
1

C1_USE
R1

C1_Service

key

Key_ Type

Key status

Re-key

Rekey_type

Re_Key status

Session

Cluser1

SR1

K1

Permanent/
Temporary

R_K1

Permanent/
Temporary

Cluser2

SR2

K2

Permanent/
Temporary

R_K1

Permanent/
Temporary

3

Cluser3

SR3

K3

Permanent/
Temporary

R_K1

Permanent/
Temporary

4

Cluser4

SR4

K4

Permanent/
Temporary

R_K1

Permanent/
Temporary

Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn

Sess1

2

Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn
Alive/
Dead/
Withdrawn

Sess1

Sess1

Sess1

VI.
CHALLENGES IN KEY MANAGEMENT
Though the key management mechanism is a safe guard technique to protect the confidentiality
of the data, it has got its own challenges. The cloud users face several challenges while trying to
control and manage the data encryption. They challenges are [12]:
Complex Management: As the numbers of users are on the increase in the cloud environment,
the need for keys is also on higher demand. As the keys are large in quantity, managing the
encryption of keys are in vast number. And so the complex scenario is visible.
Security Issues: The vulnerability of keys from outside hackers, and presence of malicious
insiders and unauthorized users are in line to brute face attack. So the security issues are to be
taken into consideration.
Data Availability: The ensuring data accessibility for authorized users is a big challenge.
Scalability: Supporting multiple databases, applications and its uses are big concern.
Governance: The defining of policies, access control and protection for data are to be carefully
governed as the keys are in multiple accesses.
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VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
(1) Data Confidentiality: The over-encryption mechanism can ensure data confidentiality to
protect data owner’s privacy from being invading by the cloud server, since the cloud server is
not always so credible. The second encryption by the cloud can protect the data from being
attacked by someone who doesn’t have the access to data through the open channel.
(2) Access Control: If the user who is not certified by the data owner sends the request to get the
data, the cloud server will refuse his request for his ID is not in the table of the data. The
rekeying strategies of the system can effectively prevent the data from the attacks of new users
and the old users.
(3) The Re-key management based on hyper graph is particularly suitable for large enterprise
users to store data shared with internal employees and customers. We use the multicast strategy
in the process of file distribution significantly reduce the complexity of file encryption and
distribution and improve the efficiency of the system.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discussed the key management mechanisms in order to protect the
confidentiality of the data. We realize that the key management mechanism is more important
than the key generation. The table is maintained to keep the track of the keys, the users and the
providers. Various stages, many challenges, few techniques are discussed in this paper to
understand the Re-key management mechanisms in a better way. The scheme is suitable for
personal cloud storage and especially available to enterprise users to management their key of
different kinds of resources. The Re- key management mechanism along with its components
discussed here solves better solution and gives a new approach for the confidentiality of the data.
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